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The CHRISTCHURCH TRAMPING CLUB
has members of all ages, and runs tramping
trips every weekend, ranging from easy
(minimal experience required) to hard (high
fitness and experience required). We also
organise instructional courses and hold
weekly social meetings. We have a club hut
in Arthurs Pass and have gear available for
hire to members. Membership rates per year
are $45 member, $65 couple, $25 junior or
associate, with a $5 discount for members
who opt to obtain this newsletter
electronically.
For more about how the club operates, see
the last two pages.

News
New Members Welcome: We welcome four new members to the club this month,
Maureen Bennett, Nicola Shaw, Karen Tait and Samantha Kemp . Please accept the
club's warm welcome to you all.
Paul White: The CTC would like to congratulate Paul
White with his getting the member of the New Zealand
Order of Merit, for his years of involvement with
Mountain Radios. It started in the late 1960's with Paul
ringing me at home with his radio on a trip to Hallelujah
flats. He told me what the weather was like etc. Paul
and the late Bob Rohleder were experimenting with
radio's at the time . Out of this grew Mountain Radio
Services with Paul the main contact, first he manned
the serves at White Signs and later with the Ballinger
shop where you can find him every day, if you want to
book or pick up a mountain Radio. Rex Vink
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CTC Loo-Loo of the Year Award: From an illustrious list of nominees, there was one who
stood out by the number of times he was nominated and for the variety of "moments"
deserving of recognition. For one who has been a Club member for so short a time, he has
impressed with his enthusiasm, engagement, tenacity, and total commitment to achieving
this award. At the CTC mid-winter breakfast on Saturday, 21 June, by popular consensus,
Radu Popovici was awarded the Loo-Loo of the Year for, on various trips finding he had no
boots, no sleeping bag, and no map (leading to a tendency to be overly reliant on GPS
misguidance). No matter what hurdle presented itself, Radu always overcame with
ingenuity, unfailing positivity and an ability to drive long distances, eschewing sleep in
order to achieve his goals (and his boots). Congratulations Radu! Other nominees were:
David Cook, for his water depth survey at Beaver Dam on The Great South Coast trip.
Jonathan Carr, for leaving his camera behind at last year's breakfast after winning the
award for leaving his camera behind... Andrew Tromans for his infamous GPS-map error
on the Lake Morgan trip at Show weekend, leading to a 3 day trip becoming 4 days.
Conrad Dekker for losing the car park on his Mingha day walk, resulting in him walking all
the way to Arthurs Pass before realising he was going the wrong way. Bernhard Parawa
for clamping his steering wheel lock onto the car horn with such subtlety that it did not
depress the horn until the trampers were several hundred metres on their way. Bernhard
wondered what on earth was making all that noise while others ran back to investigate.
The local (newly awakened) campers were not impressed. Alan Ross, for being a hare.
Having gaily passed the more sedate, law-abiding trampers driving home after the Mt
Alexander (thwarted Big Tops) trip, Alan met the tortoisley Bernhard at traffic lights in
town. In his effort to stay ahead, he put his foot down at the green signal and gaily sped
his way into the arms of a waiting police officer, who duly issued him with a speeding
ticket. Adrian Radcliffe on the Gloriana-Faery Queen trip, twice. Once for having one of his
crampons break at a critical moment (really, the crampon should have been nominated),
and once for using his bare hands to clear snow so he could pitch his tent. His hands froze
so much that he was too disabled to pitch his tent. He was rescued by Natasha, who
pitched his tent for him. Cristina Zablan for forgetting to fuel her vehicle up before the long
drive to climb Mt Tapuaenuku. This became apparent on the way home, when the vehicle
came to a halt somewhere near Kaikoura, at 1.00 am. She is now a member of the AA.

Calendar of trips and Social Events
Trips: Unless otherwise stated, club trips depart either from 'Z' Carlton Corner Service
Station (formerly Shell) at 1 Papanui Road (next to Liquor Land and opposite Derby Street)
or from Caltex Russley on the corner of Russley Road and Yaldhurst Rd. If the departure
point is not specified in the trip schedule, you may assume it's 'Z' Carlton. Day trips usually
depart at 8am on Saturday or Sunday. Weekend trips may leave on either Friday evening
or Saturday morning.
New or prospective members intending to go on any trip must sign up at club night or
contact the trip leader in advance.
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CTC OVERDUE TRIPS: Members/family/partners or a nominated person concerned about
a trip being overdue should firstly discuss this with a Club Officer when they feel that the
trip is delayed. Refer to the list of Club Officers on the back of the newsletter and on the
club website. Club Officers know where to obtain copies of the Trip Lists containing the
names and addresses of the party members with their vehicle registration details etc. This
will greatly assist Police Search and Rescue. The Club Officer can then contact the Police
directly. Concerned people should keep trying different numbers until they actually contact
a Club Officer (DO NOT LEAVE MESSAGES). We recommend that concerned people
start with the Club Captain, then the Gear Custodian, then the Presidents, then the Trip
Organisers, then people listed under Our Club Hut - if no contact can be made then the
Police. Members (particularly Trip Leaders) please discuss this arrangement with your
loved ones so they are aware of this procedure.
Social: We meet on Wednesdays 7:30 pm at the Canterbury Horticultural Centre (Watling
Lounge), Hagley Park South, 57 Riccarton Avenue (entrance opposite the hospital). A
variety of social functions are organised, the atmosphere is informal, and tea and biscuits
served. If you can give a presentation or have ideas, please phone Kate Taylor 980-8224
or email kate-taylor@clear.net.nz. Please note that formalities start at 7:50 pm sharp, and
if there is a guest speaker, he/she will start at 8:10 pm sharp.
Wednesday 25 June

Club Night

Newsletter Folding Night: Be the first to experience the latest club news hot off the
press, and help the club get ready their next batch of the ongoing saga of the adventures,
trials and tribulations of the Christchurch Tramping Club. A good social time to catch up
and plan for future exploits out in the hills, whilst assisting the club with their monthly mail
out.
Saturday 28 June
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bruce Cameron 365 8210
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Retreat Hill: Just a pinch above 100 m, Retreat Hill will be
accessed via Cromdale Station in the Lees Valley. About 500 m
height gain over ca 10 km, following farm roads in open country
with views over the Lees Valley to the Pancake and Puketeraki
Ranges.
Weekend 28-29 June
Departure point: Contact Leader

Grade: Easy/Mod
Closes: 26 Jun
Map:
BV23
Approx: $25

Leader: James Hopkins 03 967 5003

Lake Daniells - Manson-Nichols Memorial Hut: There is some
CTC history in this location. Come along and learn about it. This is
a stunning location in the Lewis Pass - James always wanted to
go here when there is snow - hopefully the late June trip date will
resolve this.
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Grade: Easy
Closes: 19 Jun
Map:
BT22 BT23
Approx: $40

Sunday 29 June
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bruce James 332-3473
bruce.s.james@gmail.com

Little Mt Peel: This trip is in the Peel Forest area. From the
Blandswood Road end, we'll climb steadily via Deer Spur,
overlooking the Rangitata towards Mt Hutt. The well-formed track
leads to an attractive bush-edged tarn at ~900 m, a good spot for
lunch. Then it's on to the summit with spectacular views and some
board walks over the boggy areas. There will be an option of
descending a southern spur via a marked route crossing Emily
Stream. Approximately 1000 m height gain, and 8-11 km of travel
depending on the return route.

Grade: Moderate
Closes: 26 Jun
Map:
BY19
Approx: $30

Wednesday 2 July

Club Night

Traversing Glaciers (and other tricky bits): Speaking for myself, I find it a cinch to tie
myself up in knots, but when it comes to a length of rope, I come over all dyslexic. If
you're like me, or you just want to know more about what is required for traversing
glaciers and other tricky bits that you may come across on alpine tramps, come along
and find out more. Bring your harness and/or rope if you have these. If not, the club will
have some on the night so that you can have a go.
Saturday 5 July 7.15 am departure
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Alastair Brown 338-1324
alastairgbrown@yahoo.com.au

Mt Olympus via Mt Cheeseman: This route was meant to be
pioneered as a CTC trip last year, but on that occasion the party
ended up climbing Mt Izard rather than Mt Cheeseman. This time
around, we'll try the originally intended route. Starting from the
Hogs Back car park (off the Mt Cheeseman Ski-field road), we'll
climb ca 1100 m to Mt Cheeseman (2031 m). From there we'll
descend ~250 m to a broad saddle overlooking the Harper River,
then climb ~300 m to the summit of Mt Olympus (2096 m). This
will be a long day (~25 km and ~1700 m height gain) and require a
good level of fitness, especially if the snow is deep and soft. If
conditions turn out to be too difficult, we might instead head from
Cheeseman to Mt Izard then down to the Hogs back track. Ice
axes and crampons will be required, along with knowledge of how
to use them. An early start is also very probable, so make sure
that you sign up with the trip leader. For description of last-year's
trip,
see
http://www.ctc.org.nz/index.php?
option=com_tripreport&task=view&id=606. Note the early (and
slightly unusual) departure time of 7.15 am.
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Grade: ModHard
(requires
snow skills)
Closes: 3 Jul
Map:

BW20
BW21
Approx: $20

Weekend 5-6 July

Leader: Steve Bruerton 322-6196
steve.ngaire@xtra.co.nz

Mt Greenlaw: We got side-tracked by mediocre weather last year
so I'm booking in a fine winters weekend for this trip. Intention this
time is to head up the Wilberforce and camp up in Burnet Stream.
As usual, I am adverse to walking where I can drive so at least
one vehicle should be going as far as Bristed Stream. Come
prepared for a winter camp in snow. Snow gear and helmets for
the climb.
Weekend 5-6 July

Grade: Hard
Closes: 26 Jun
Map:
BV20
Approx: $40

Leader: Bruce Cameron 365 8210

Redcliffe Saddle 900m & Double Hill 682m: Easy +overnight.
Serviced Hut with a fire (WARM!) reached at an easy pace via a
DOC access way. Explore Redcliffe Saddle followed by a potluck
tea. Sunday: Down to cars onto Double Hill for a small day tramp.
Return via Latte' shop to Christchurch. Excellent trip for first timers
with views over the Rakaia River, flats & surrounding terrain.
Height gain:500m & 240m. Contact leader for full information.
Sunday 6 July 8:30 in the carpark at the top of
Kennedys Bush Road on the Summit Road

Closes: 26 Jun
Map:
BW19
BW20
Approx: $30

Leader: Susan Pearson 337-4914
susan@toniq.co.nz

Hoon Hay Reserve to Governors Bay with lunch at Governors
Bay Hotel.: Starting on the Summit road, we go down the steep
Bivvy Track (good boots needed) to O'Farrells Track and then
walk along this easy track to either to Allandale or Living Springs.
We'll then head along the coastal bay track to Governers Bay. A
social lunch at the hotel (menu is online for anyone who wants to
check it out), is planned, but clearly trampers could opt out of this
if they wish. Then we head back up to the Summit Road on
Faulkners Track (approx. 360 m climb) and along Mitchells Track
back to the cars. If you contact the leader by Saturday teatime,
she will attempt to book the hotel for those who wish to commit to
lunch; others can just take pot luck on the day. Meet at 8:30 in the
car park at the top of Kennedys Bush Road on the Summit Road.
Anyone who can't do that call the leader to try to arrange
transport. No cost except for the non members fee and lunch.
Wednesday 9 July

Grade: Easy+

Grade: Easy/Social
Closes: 3 Jul
Map:
BX24
Approx: None

Club Night

Free Night of Catch Up and Chat: Bring some biscuits (or whatever takes your fancy)
and a good yarn. There will be some photos from a couple of trips to see.
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Saturday 12 July
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bruce Cameron 365 8210
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Coastal Exploring - Mackintosh Bay: The tides are right, the
ewes are waiting. No chaotic butterflies to stop us. Only the
weather is unknown for us to explore the bay located along the
coast by the often visited Tiromonana Reserve. We may even get
as far as being able to see Amberley Beach round the point.
Route is along the beach then return via a farm track on coastal
flats. Height 75m. Time: 4 - 5Hrs.
Weekend 12-13 July
Departure point: Contact Leader

Grade: Easy
Closes: 10 Jul
Map:
BV25
Approx: $15

Leader: Andrea Zahn 382 1044
andi.zahn@gmx.de

Carrington Hut Ghost Busting: So some say Carrington Hut is
haunted. Come along and find out for yourself. Bring your best
ghost story. The trip is generally easy, but this is mid winter and
there may be snow about so don't take the easy bit too much for
granted!
Sunday 13 July 7 am start
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade: Easy+
Closes: 3 Jul
Map:
BV20
Approx: $30

Leader: Radu Popovici
popovici.radustefan@gmail.com

Goat Hill: Goat Hill is a seemingly modest (1656 m) peak on the
true right of the Otira River, directly east of Otira township.
However, with a starting altitude of ~450 m, it involves a good
1200 m of height gain. We will start up the track on the north side
of Barracks Creek, with return options yet to be evaluated. Snow
is likely, so participants should have ice axe, crampons and
knowledge of how to use them. Note the early start time of 7 am.
Sunday 13 July
Departure point: 8AM 'Z' Carlton Corner

Grade: ModHard
Closes: 10 Jul
Map:
BV20
Approx: $35

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360

Sumner/Godley Head/Taylors Mistake.: This trip on the Port
Hills will start on the Captain Thomas Track from Sumner up to
Evans Pass - around 200 M height gain. Once on top, we can
have a great tramp out to Godley Head to explore the gun
emplacements, before dropping down to Boulder Bay for lunch.
From there, it is on to Taylors Mistake and the Sumner Bluffs
Track, (part of which is still closed) back to Sumner. Round trip
around 10KMS, 5 - 6 hours.
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Grade: Easy
Closes: 10 Jul
Map:
BX24
Approx: Approx $5

Saturday 19 July
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bruce Cameron 022 188 5905
365 8210 Tecbruce@gmail.com

Lake Coleridge - Lakeside: By request this is exploring the Lake
Coleridge shoreline. This section is from the Harper Diversion to
the Royton River below Cottons Sheep Range. With the Lake
inflows down and the powerhouse cranking out electrickery the
original shoreline is exposed giving us a nice flat shoreline to walk
along. Lots of hills to look at without any to climb! (Suitable for
kids. Contact leader first.) Height: 20m. Time: 4 - 5Hrs.
Weekend 19-20 July

Grade: Easy
Closes: 17 Jul
Map:
BW20
Approx: $25

Leader: Thomas Matern 03-3544309
354-4309 matern.nz@gmail.com

Arthur's Pass Base Camp: A weekend based at the Club Hut in Grade: All / Family
Arthur's Pass, with an opportunity to explore the many grades of Closes: 10 Jul
tracks in the area. The leader is open to whatever tramps people
Map:
BV20
would like to do.
Approx: $40 + hut
fee
Sunday 20 July
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Bruce Cameron 022 188 5905
365 8210 Tecbruce@gmail.com

KIDS FAMILY TRAMP - LAKE COLERIDGE: This is a tramp
where the kids can bring mum & dad for a tramp. It is part of the
Te Araroa Trail, a.k.a. New Zealand National walkway. The
location is very child safe with stunning scenery for mums & dads.
Not very fast (Kids pace), Not very far (kids distance) Suitable for
Buggies & Toddlers. Very important to contact leader prior to
tramp. Height: 10m. Distance: 4Km (Rain check Saturday 2
August)
Sunday 20 July
Departure point: 8AM 'Z' Carlton Corner

Grade: Easy/family
Closes: 17 Jul
Map:
BW20
Approx: $25

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360

Mt Alford: 1,171M, is in the Alford Range, half way between Mt
Hutt and Mt Somers. We will access it via an easement across
private land and then through the Alford Scenic Reserve - small,
but includes some good stands of beech. There is a 4WD track up
part of the way to about 900M and then a route through sub alpine
vegetation to the summit which affords great views of the
surrounding area. 600M height gain. Return the same way.
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Grade: Easy/Mod
Closes: 17 Jul
Map:
BX20
Approx: $25

Weekend 26-27 July
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Michele Hood
mickyh42@xtra.co.nz

Boyle Flat Hut (was: Cameron Hut): Michele decided to go
somewhere easier and picked the Boyle Flat Hut on the Saint
James Walkway instead. The view might not be as spectacular
but there is a much nicer track to follow and there is heating at the
hut.
Sunday 27 July
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade: Easy Mod
Closes: 17 Jul
Map:
BU23 BT23
Approx: $40 + CMC
hut fee

Leader: Richard Lobb 351-2344
richard.lobb@canterbury.ac.nz

Mt Guy: Mt Guy is a 1319 m peak in the Hakatere/Ashburton
Lakes area, directly north east of Lake Clearwater. We'll park as
near as we can get to the eastern end of the lake, then cross
Lambies Stream to pick up the newish DoC track up the southern
face of the hill directly to the summit -- a climb of ~650 m. From
there we'll descend over about 3 km down a long ramp to the
north west, with great views to all points of the compass. Once
down to the river-terraced plain, we'll return to the cars via the
Clearwater Circuit Track, either directly or by ambling around Lake
Clearwater. Recent evidence suggest an outside chance of seeing
kotuku (really!). There is also a chance of snow, in which case
crampons and ice axes might prove useful.
Wednesday 30 July

Grade: EasyMod
Closes: 24 Jul
Map:
BX18 BX19
Approx: $30

Club Night

Moa Gear: And you thought moas were extinct. Roger Cowell, managing director of the
kiwi-owned outdoor clothing company, Moa Gear, will show us a range of the more
technical outdoor clothing the company has developed with trampers and climbers in
mind. Come and see what this locally owned company has to offer in the highly
competitive outdoor clothing market.
Saturday 2 August
Departure point: 8AM 'Z' Carlton Corner

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360

Rakaia Gorge Walkway/Terrace Downs: This is a nice easy trip,
mainly following the cliffs and river terraces above the gorge,
giving great views of the gorge and surrounding landscape. The
walkway starts in farmland, then enters areas of regenerating
native bush. We will make a short detour to Terrace Downs for
morning tea and rejoin the walkway at the end where there is a
good viewpoint. A short loop takes us down to the Rakaia itself
and we return the same way, passing the disused Snowdon
Coalmine
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Grade: Easy
Closes: 31 Jul
Map:
BX20
Approx: $20

Weekend 2-3 August
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Brian Dougan
srotje@yahoo.com

Klondyke Valley, Rahu River: The Klondyke Valley track starts
at Rahu Saddle, west of Springs Junction. Plan for Saturday is to
set up a high camp at a larger tarn below Pt1531. There should be
great views over the Maruia River and the Iangahua River from
that peak. Sunday you'll try to return to the road via Pt1541,
Pt1401 and the Klondyke Spur Track.
Sunday 3 August
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade: ModHard
Closes: 24 Jul
Map:
BT22
Approx: $45

Leader: Bruce Cameron 022 188 5905
365 8210 Tecbruce@gmail.com

LADBROOKS HILL: Located at the entrance to the Ashley Gorge Grade: Easy/Mod
overlooking Lees Valley, this is still being worked on. Backup Closes: 31 Jul
alternative tramp is Lyndon to Coleridge in the Lake Lyndon,
Map:
BW22
Coleridge area.
Approx: $20
Wednesday 6 August

Club Night

Inca Trail to Machu Picchu by Natasha Sydorenko: The Inca Trail is by far the most
famous trek in South America and is rated by many to be in the top five treks in the world.
If it's not on your bucket list, it should be! In just 43 km it manages to combine beautiful
mountain scenery, lush cloud-forest, subtropical jungle and, of course, a stunning mix of
Inca paving stones, ruins and tunnels. The final destination of the trail just cannot be
beaten: Machu Picchu, the mysterious "Lost City of the Incas." I would like to show you
some pictures and share my stories of the Inca Trail, and other stunning landscapes of
Peru.
Weekend 9-10 August
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Adrian Busby 325-5001

SNOWCRAFT COURSE: The Annual Snowcraft course has been Grade: Training
announced. Come to a club meeting and get your name on that Closes: 31 Jul
list. Numbers strictly limited and this course always fills up fast!!!
Map:
BV20
Approx: $40 + hut
fee
Wednesday 13 August

Club Night

Food for Thought: I don't know about you, but I like food. Especially good, wholesome,
nourishing food (a big chunk of moist, juicy carrot cake comes to mind... no wait, I was
thinking about chick pea casserole!). Ditch your bag of chips and chocolate bars and
come and tell us what really spins your gastronomic wheels, nurtures your soul and gives
you wings on your tramping trips. I'm not sure how we'll put it together, but I'm thinking
that we could make up a list of the bestest, yummiest ideas and distribute these among
club members. If you don't already have a dehydrator, now might be the time to invest in
one!
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Weekend 16-17 August
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bernhard Parawa 337 3125
bernhard.parawa@cdhb.govt.nz

Avoca Valley via Sphix Saddle and Jordan Saddle: The head Grade: ModHard
of the Avoca is a great valley, well worth a visit. There is a great
(requires
little A frame hut and plenty of scope for a round trip. The plan at
snow skills)
the moment is to go in over Sphinx Saddle and out over Jordan Closes: 7 Aug
Saddle but this might be altered depending on weather/snow
Map:
BV20
conditions.
Approx: $35
Weekend 23-24 August
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Bruce Cameron 365 8210
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Double Hut, Mt Taylor: Double Hut is an easy 10km walk from Grade: Moderate
Lake Heron with just 200m total height gain. The hut is close to
with easier
the Te Araroa Trail and at the foot of Mt Taylor. This offers
options
different options for easy and moderate trampers - you can have a Closes: 14 Aug
look at New Zealands longest walk or simply climb Mt Taylor
Map:
BX19
(2333m, 1400m height gain from the hut)
Approx: $30
Weekend 30-31 August
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Jeff Hall 338-0922
jeff.hall2@lifetech.com

Mt Manakau: At 2608m high, its steep East face looks down on
Mt Fyffe and Kaikoura. Travel into the north branch of the Hapuku
Stream (at 600m) and climb to Stace Saddle. Climb to 1800m
then sidle NW looking for a camp in the basins. From here it's still
a good climb to the ridge and about 2.5 km along the ridge to the
summit. Some scrambling but not too difficult, good fitness
essential. Ice axe and crampons required.
Weekend 30-31 August
Departure point: Contact Leader

Grade: Hard
Closes: 21 Aug
Map:
BT27
Approx: $40

Leader: Andrea Zahn 382 1044
andi.zahn@gmx.de

Rocky Creek - Griffin Creek: An old favourite this one: an
interesting West Coast trip with a mixture of bush, riverbed, and
track. The trip heads along some rough tracks and riverbed in the
Rocky Creek then over a bush saddle to the well-situated Griffin
Creek Hut. This hut has an outdoor bath, a wonderful outlook and
blue ducks in the river. Sunday sees a climb to the bush line to a
great view point before dropping back to the road.
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Grade: Moderate
Closes: 21 Aug
Map:
BU19 BU20
BV20
Approx: $45

Weekend 6-7 September
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Steve Bruerton 322-6196
steve.ngaire@xtra.co.nz

Waimak Falls, Carrington Peak: Carrington Peak is a 2010m icy
bump about 1.5km west of the Waimak Falls Hut. It is the last
peak on the south ridge of Mt Armstrong and should have great
views of the Waimak to the south, Mt Rolleston and Armstrong
and even a glimpse of the Taipo River. It is a long walk from the
road, it is quite likely that Steve will walk into Carrington Hut
Friday night.
Weekend 13-14 September
Departure point: Contact Leader

Grade: Hard
Closes: 28 Aug
Map:
BV20
Approx: $40

Leader: Adrian Radcliffe
aradcliffe86@outlook.com

Copland Pass - advanced snow fun: From White Horse Hill car
park, 780m, Aoraki / Mount Cook Village, follow the Hooker Valley
track. Follow the western shore of the Hooker Lake on the bottom
of the moraine wall. When the lake level is low there is no problem
following the shore line. Follow the moraine covered glacier until
reaching the gulley to the north of the Copland Spur. Climb up the
gully until traversing to the grassy terrace half-way up the moraine
wall becomes possible. Follow the grass terrace and climb steep
to the moraine terrace proper and to the start of the track.
Helmets, ice axe & crampons will be required. I plan to start early
on Saturday to have a chance to get to the pass and get views
across the main divide!

Grade: ModHard
Closes: 4 Sep
Map:
BX15
Approx: $60

Trip Reports
31 May 2014

Mt Oxford
The Free Queens Birthday Tramp. 1075m height gain, 17km.
Superb holiday weekend weather caused 19 to turn up for Alan’s last minute trip up Mt
Oxford on Saturday. With a good mix of experienced club trampers, kiwi newbies and
overseas newbies the trip needed good organisation and Alan did a great job.
The A team, commanded by Chris was given its orders and dispatched, Alan flitted about
amongst the B team and the remaining hill enthusiasts Gareth and Kate were relegated to
rear guard duty to save them from themselves.
By first scrogg stop we had warmed up from the chilly below zero start and Alan displayed
his pink fleshy torso much to the amusement of the guys and gals.
At bushline the views opened up to the east over the plains to the peninsula and the sea,
to the west the Torlesse range. Here we had ankle deep, soft but not slushy, snow with
some icy bits underneath. This did not cause a problem climbing and the sun and lack of
wind made this a wonderful day to be out.
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We made it to the summit just after 12:00 and settled down for lunch. The view into hidden
Lees valley is always a surprise and Chest Peak and the Puketeraki range looked very
close. Alan delegated Brian to do a ‘what you should have in your pack’ session for the
newbies while the old hands just chatted and chilled.
When the chilling got too extreme I submitted to Alan’s hugs yet again but his cheekiness
turned to panic when I held on to him when he wanted out. Even underhand methods to
effect a release didn’t work on my tough old insensitive flesh. I did let him go though before
he resorted to the indignity of screaming for help....

Lunch on top
Doug indicated that a round trip over Oxford Hill and Ashley saddle is not often done from
here and this option found favour with some trampers and soon spread to everyone, when
it was realised that going down the way we came up, might be more slippery than this
alternative.
This route was an introduction to the fun of off-track tramping for our new trampers. We
walked across easy tussocky tops to Oxford Hill and then down through the snow and
thigh high scrub to Ashely saddle where we had a good stop in the sunshine. Following the
ridge was more easy travel and another stop was an opportunity to use the last of the
snow to pelt various members of the group.
When we hit the re-growth confidence was needed to find a wiggly path through it. Luckily
there had been some (off-)track work done which was appreciated when we hit the
relatively small stretch through the gorse. This route even had a very short bush bash
made reasonably challenging by some big tree fall. This stretched the tolerance of some of
our party. But then we hit the 4WD track and soon we were back at the cars.
Unfortunately we got into Oxford just after the 5:00 closing time for the cafes and just
before the 5:30 food opening time at the pub. But those of us who had the tap beer agreed
that it was very good and all agreed that Sue the barlady was very efficient so three cheers
for the Oxford Tavern.
This tramp was also very special for being a non port hills trip with no travel costs
whatsoever. Despite needing 4 cars, these all turned out to be company cars and none of
the drivers levied any petrol costs.
We hope that the 6 non members enjoyed the adventure and will come back for more.
Trampers: Alan Ross (leader), Brian Dougan, Rebecca Dougan, Karen Tait, Chris
Mcgimpsey, Leah Wilton, Arno Grueber, Steve Gourdie, Jason Baker, Michaela, Guy
Woods, Gareth Caves, Kate Caves, Lee Ramsey, Doug Forster, Tom Hu, Nierike Peters
van Tan, Susan Pearson (scribe) Pip Egan.
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30 May - 2 June 2014

St. James Walkway
Though numbers varied in the days leading up to Queens Birthday weekend only two
punters made the drive to the Forest and Bird Boyle Base on the Friday night.
With an ambitious plan to walk the entire 67 km plus an introductory kilometre up to the
Boyle Village we were underway by 7.20 on Saturday morning and tramped for about 4
hours before reaching the sunny slopes just before Boyle Flats Hut.

A group of the wild horses
Most of the track was frosty with iced puddles and permafrost common and a trap for the
unwary foot placement. The climb over Anne Saddle was easier than we expected and our
arrival at Anne Hut a few minutes before dusk meant that we had completed the 29km in
less than nine and a half hours. we we were surprised to find a sole occupant in the hut
and he admitted to knowing Andrea Z.
There was little to do after dinner but retire to our sleeping backs for a long cold night.
Sunday was a repeat of the day before with a long cold frosty walk even when in the sun
with the bonus of views of the wild horses on several ocassions. Carol was looking for the
point where the Te Araroa Trail joined the St. James Walkway but we never found the
signpost she expected. Our good progress meant we took a hot brew at lunch in the
Christopher Hut which just sort of appeared from nowhere. This hut must have the best
views on the walkway and would have been worthy of an overnight stay on a more
leisurely trip. The approach to Ada Pass was through a series of frozen clearings, many
with frozen lakelets or tarns and the hoar frost created many scenes that a camera could
hardly do justice to; 25 km was covered in a bit over seven and a half hours. A group of 17
year olds on a birthday celebration made Ada Pass Hut more cosy than otherwise even
though all water had to be collected from the river.
Monday was a more leisurely start and our arrival at Cannibal Gorge Hut was just in time
to meet a group of Scouts also on their way out; we prevailed on one of the leaders to take
a group photo for us. The last 14 km took us less than 4 hours but it was the most
awkward section with frozen rocks at every watercourse. At Lewis Pass we had to rely on
a hitched ride to get back to Boyle Base and then there was the return to Christchurch in
gradually denser traffic flow.
Trampers Carol Exton (Leader) and David Cook (Scribe).
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31 May - 2 June 2014

Spenser Mountains
52.7 km and 2250 m height gain.
Day 1: Lewis Pass to Camera Gully - 20.7 km and 780 m height gain over 7 h 10 min
Day 2: Camera Gully to tarn site - 6.5 km and 850 m height gain over 5 h 50 min
Day 3: Tarn site to Lewis Pass - 25.5 km and 620 m height gain over 11 h 20 min
The goals for this trip were ascents of Gloriana Peak (2218 m) and Faerie Queene (2236
m), two of the higher summits in the Spenser Mountains near Lewis Pass. The weather
forecast was spectacularly good and our chances looked promising from the comfort of a
warm seat in front of a computer screen in Christchurch. But, as it eventuated, the
challenges of the route and conditions, along with the short daylight hours at this time of
year, defeated us and we achieved neither of our ultimate objectives.
At the frosty hour of 6 am on Saturday morning, we gathered outside Mani’s Redwood flat,
decanted into Warwick’s and David’s cars and set off north from Christchurch in microconvoy formation. Culverden was even frostier (a portent of the weather ahead), but the
store was open and the sausage rolls were hot and tasty. After arriving at the stillenshadowed Lewis Pass car park, we organised and redistributed cooking and tenting
gear, undertook a spot pack weighing (David heaviest and Martin lightest) and were on our
way down to Cannibal Gorge by 9:15 am.
The air was warmer under the tree canopy, and by the time we reached the Maruia River
swing bridge, sunshine was intruding into the valley. We made good time to Cannibal
Gorge Hut and thence to Ada Pass Hut, where we had a (possibly too) leisurely lunch on
the deck, in bright warm sun.

Cirque lake southeast of Gloriana
From the Ada Pass Hut, we crossed (the hardly noticeable) Ada Pass, then descended
~100 m over four-or-so km to a point on the St James Walkway opposite Camera Gully. A
short bash through open beech forest brought us to the open and hoar-frosted tussock
flats of the Ada River, which we crossed in bare feet in order to keep our boots dry for the
snow to come. On the true left of the Ada, the beech was a bit thicker, but still easily
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negotiated, especially after we stumbled on a wide and mossy old stream bed.
At 3:45 pm and ~1000 m, we met the Camera Gully Stream. The prospects of reaching
our intended tenting spot, a large cirque lake under the southeast face of Gloriana Peak,
before dark now seemed remote. Nevertheless, we persevered, climbing initially through
trees and then up a steep tussocky swamp (that rendered pointless our bare-footed
stream crossing) around the true left of the Camera Gully waterfall. The going here was
harder and slower. At 5 pm we were past the waterfall, but didn’t have much light left.
The risks of continuing in the moonless dark were too great (a point that was to be
reinforced the next day), but the loss of time and altitude in backing out was too much to
bare, so we cast around for a tenting spot.

On the sunny side of the col
Soon we found a rock-studded and snowy, gravel terrace next to the stream at ~1250 m.
It was on a fairly pronounced slope and didn’t look likely to provide a comfortable night’s
sleep. But we didn’t have much choice; so everyone set about rearranging rocks and
snow to improvise at least moderately accommodating tent sites. Fortunately, there was
no breeze to speak of, but the radiative heat loss into the cloudless sky was making it
bitterly cold. Tents were hurriedly erected with numbing hands. Warm, dry gear was
donned, billies boiled and hot soup imbibed. There was no incentive to sit around and
chat, with our sleeping bags beckoning from the tents. Mani wasted no time in hitting the
sack and the rest of us followed in short order.
The next morning we emerged from our tents rather reluctantly at ~7:30 am into the frigid
morning of the deeply enshadowed valley. Everyone reported having (eventually) had
fairly comfortable sleeps, despite the cold and the slope. (I found that I could stop myself
from sliding to the bottom of the tent by jamming a bag of food and spare cloths between
the tent base and my Themarest, just below my bum – sort of sitting in a reclining chair all
night!). Because of the coldness, we were reluctant to remove thicker gloves, so cooking
and decampment took longer than normal and it wasn’t till nearly 10 am that we were on
our way. At this point I think that we realised that the conquest of two peaks might be
asking too much; but I also think that we were confident of making our second camp site
by early afternoon.
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The first discussion of the day related to the route immediately ahead of us – whether to
follow the main stream up the right branch of the gully or a slightly smaller stream to the
left. Leader Warwick preferred the left, so we dutifully obeyed. Crossing the stream was
slightly tricky due to verglas on the rocks, but we were soon making steady progress up
steep tussock slopes in increasingly deep snow. About 200 m above our camp site, we
donned crampons, not so much (at this stage) due to risk, but for better climbing
efficiency. Slightly higher, the snow got deeper and much icier, and the crampons became
a safety necessity. At about 1550 m we popped into the sun, which prompted both relief
and delayering (the latter, especially, in Martin).
The next section of the trip was in warm sun through a basin and then turning sharply
right, sidling and then climbing more directly up an icy ramp above 1700 m. While
climbing this ramp, a couple of the team suffered an incident that I did not witness, but
which I’ll try to describe from what I subsequently gathered. When fitting his crampons
some time earlier, Adrian remembered that he was not the last person to have used them.

Reassembling after Bryce's ankle problems
I’m not sure what adjustments he made at that time, but while sidling across the lower part
of the ramp, the lug in the adjustable spring mechanism of one of his crampons popped
out of the linking bar. He sat down to find out what was wrong and to affect a repair with
the assistance of Martin, who jammed his ice axe into the snow. At some point, Adrian
lost traction, slid into Martin and the two of them accelerated down the slope. Adrian
attempted a self-arrest with his ice axe, initially unsuccessfully on the hard snowpack.
Martin, however, whose ice axe remained where he had left it jammed into the snow,
attempted to check his slide with bare fingers. Fortunately, the ramp ran down to the basin
(rather than bluffs) and, after bouncing over and ricocheting off a couple of rocks, the two
of them came to a halt, 40 or 50 m downhill. Although shaken, neither of them was
significantly hurt, though Martin’s fingers were a bit knocked around and his chin looked
like someone had taken to it with a wood plane. Dougal and I, quite unaware of these
happenings, were waiting over the brow of the ramp discussing possible routes ahead and
wondering what was taking everyone so long, when Natasha arrived to explain the
situation. When we went back to look, we saw most of the others approaching us near the
top of the ramp. Martin, having recovered his ice axe, and with recalcitrant crampon in
hand, was following a bit further back. Mono-cramponed Adrian was standing at the
bottom looking up at us.
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After Martin arrived, we attempted a crampon repair, initially (and unsuccessfully) with my
light-weight multi-tool pliers and then (and more successfully – thanks to Natasha) with
rock. Yours truly volunteered to run the crampon down to Adrian, who, by this stage, was
manfully, but carefully, making his way up the lower section of the ramp. Reunited with his
crampon, he was initially a bit leery about the repair, but rapidly seemed to gain
confidence that it was fine. The party then moved on promptly to a sunny knob
overlooking the bluffs down to Camera Gully where we had lunch. The incident had cost
us nearly an hour, and we still had quite a long way to go. It was also now abundantly
clear that any attempt to persevere in the dark the previous night would have been
seriously foolish.
After lunch, it was a short journey along a series of linked ledges to the lip of the
spectacular, large and frozen cirque lake below Gloriana Peak. The question now arose
as to the best route around it. A buttress running down from Pt 2145 m at the northeast
end of the lake made the eastern route look dubious. So we decided to skirt high around
the western side, deeply in the shadow of Gloriana’s southern face, aiming for a prominent
~2000 m col between Gloriana and Pt 2145 m. The snow was excellent for cramponing,
so we made good pace to the base of the couloir, followed by a short, sharp clamber into
the sun. We were now just 200 m vertically, and ~400 m horizontally, from Gloriana Peak
summit; but even though it was “only” 2:30 pm, I don’t believe that any of us seriously
contemplated carrying though our earlier intention of leaving packs at the col and striking
up along the summit ridge. Much more inviting was the ~250 m descent over ~1.5 km
along a sunny valley to a frozen tarn with a nice flat sunny platform at its northern end.
The prospects of hot soup or tea, and tents pitched in sun were not to be resisted. By 4
pm our camp was erected, water boiled and we were sitting around on rocks discussing
the relative merits of various cookers. The sun set about 5 pm at which point the
temperature plummeted. Twilight lingered till about 6 pm, and by 6.30, everyone was
snuggled into their tents, with wet socks, gloves and boots variously distributed around or
in sleeping bags to prevent overnight freezing.
During the whole trip to this point we had seen only the rare wispy high-altitude cloud and
had hardly felt a breath of wind. During the night we could hear wind in the tops and the
tents were set aflutter on occasions. But by morning the air was again calm and
excruciatingly cold. We arose at 7 am and by 9 am we were climbing back up the valley to
the col, soon in the bright warm sunlight of the north-facing valley. From the col, we
dropped down into a basin above the cirque lake (with a little bit of bum sliding hear the
bottom) and then skirted back around the western edge of the lake. During this section of
the trip, I had very disconcerting (even scary) problems with my left ankle, which I later
realised were a consequence of not having tied my frozen boot laces sufficiently tightly.
As the laces thawed, the boot uppers became too loose to properly support my ankles,
which made my downhill ankle prone to rolling against the grip of the crampon. A lesson
learnt. After we stopped for me to fix that problem, progress was much more rapid.
At our Camera Gully camping spot, we had a short first-lunch. We then retraced our very
obvious up-hill footsteps through hoar-frosted tussock, down around the waterfall, across
the Ada River flats and back to the St James Walkway, which we reached about 2.30 pm.
A route march got us to Ada Pass hut about an hour later for (latish) second lunch, then 50
minutes further on we were at Cannibal Gorge Hut. Debate ensued about pressing on
while there was still some light or taking advantage of the shelter offered by the hut as a
place for a hot drink. The latter option prevailed, although it required a short traipse to the
Maruia River since the hut water supply was frozen.
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Just after 6 pm we set off from Cannibal Gorge Hut in a head-lit convoy, arriving back at

Camera Gully camp site
the Lewis Pass car park at 8.20 pm, 11 hours and 20 minutes after we had departed from
our overnight camp site. Our intention was to break the drive home with a supper stop at
the Culverden Pub, but it was closed. Instead, the two carloads had an impromptu
meeting at the Amberley Mobil service station where the overnight attendant seemed to be
rather miffed about being distracted from whatever he was doing in the back room. By
about 11.30 pm we were in the Christchurch fog, outside Mani’s flat, wearily redistributing
ourselves into cars for the final commute back to hot showers and warm beds.
It was a pity that we didn’t bag either of our summits but, in retrospect, it was probably a
challenge beyond the capabilities of our group in the time that was available. I think that
the route we chose was a very good one – reasonably direct and also quite safe. For
other aspirants to this route, it is probably worth noting that our Camera Gully camp site
really represents the only moderately comfortable site between the Ada River and the
~2000 m col east of Gloriana. If I were to undertake this trip again at this time of year, I
would probably look to go (half) a day earlier, stay a night in Ada Pass Hut and make an
early morning start from there. I would also consider using an alternative high tenting spot
in a tarn basin directly south of, and about 100 m above, our second site. We didn’t
investigate this higher site but, on the map, it looks superior to ours, in terms of both the
density of contour lines and access to both summits.
Now that it has finished my memories of this trip are becoming increasingly positive. It
really was a great trip, but if only I could find a way to stop my fingers going numb in the
cold! Many thanks to Warwick for organisation and leadership, and to Warwick and David
for driving – especially late on Monday night. And thanks also to everyone for your
convivial cheerfulness, humorous conversations and willingness to share chocolate, other
snacks, hot water, cooking gas etc.!
Participants: Warwick Dowling (leader), Adrian Radcliffe, Dougal Canard, David Selway,
Mani Singh, Natasha Sydorenko, Martin Brown and Bryce Williamson (scribe).
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21 June 2014

Mt. Pleasant - Port Hills
NEWS FLASH
Trip leader late for trip two weeks running.
On the day the 2014 Lulu award was made Bruce Cameron made an early claim to the
2015 Title by turning up over 20 minutes late for the trip he was due to lead on sucessive
Saturdays.
"I blame it all on the cat" was Mr Cameron's attempt to justify his lateness. In a further
error of judgement he did not bring the trip list with him so the following details of the trip
will not feature the name of the participants.Apparently Mr Cameron has a sophisticated
alarm (Clock) cat. He relies on the none too gentle paw slap across his face to wake him
when said cat is hungry.
Alas on the winter solstice trip the cat had had a filling night of activities and Bruce was
woken a little before the 9:00 scheduled time by a phone call from a concerned trip
participant who could not locate the departure point, the bottom of Bengal Drive.
This followed on from his late arrival for the Pukanui Trip a week earlier. Once underway
the two cars of trampers drove through to Lyttelton parking up at the southern end of the
main street and the group was soon following the de facto guide; your reporter; up a little
known set of steps to start our climb of the Bridle Path. Though muddy in places and with
signs of fresh bank collapse the group were soon on the Summit Road where a cool wind
soon chilled anyone overheated by the climb. The initial destination was the Gondola Cafe
for morning drinks but our arrival was met with wonderment by groups of mainly foreign
gondola patrons who expressed surprise in the fact that we had come up from Lyttelton in
less than an hour.
After 40 minutes of conviviality and fine coffee or tea we moved on towards the top of Mt.
Pleasant where the trig station, aerial and later the gun emplacements received our
attention. It was too early for lunch considering the amount of food consumed at the cafe
so the group turned eastward and dropped down to the Chalmers Track junction. Seeking
something a little more challenging your reporter and the trip leader decided to get some
"red line" by carrying on along the ridge, finding a sheltered spot overlooking the Port
Reclamation area to stop for a short lunch break.
Almost immediately on starting off again we encountered a gendarme on the ridge and as
usual on Bruce's trips there was a short spell of enrichment for the less experienced trip
members as we scrambled round this obstruction on the western side. Now we diverted
from the planned route down to the Lyttleton built- up area heading for a pine plantation
overlooking the old Timeball Station site.
This pine plantation section provided further enrichment for some as the route altenated
between windfall, short track or MTB track sections, some wire fences and other rock fall
hazard reduction measures.
Eventually we emerged onto a dirt road in the forest and your reporter immediately
recognised the place as he had reached this point during a previous private exploration of
the Lyttelton area. It was now just a matter of negotiating the streets back down the hill
and along to the cars. We were all back at Princess Margaret Hospital by 3:30pm.
Trip participants who wish to be associated with the trip are invited to contact the writer if
they wish to be included in the trip record.
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Writer David Cook

Classifieds
Classified Ads: Are available to CTC members at no charge.

More about the CTC
Club Officers
President:

Steve Bruerton

322-6196

Vice President: Warwick Dowling

981-2045

Secretary:

Angela Lowery

03 3529914

Treasurer:

Natasha Sydorenko

Club Captain:

Alan Ross

384-6425

New Members
Chris McGimpsey
Rep:

03 3589125

Day Trip
Organiser:

351-6366

Bryce Williamson

Overnight Trip
Organiser:

Thomas Matern

354-4309

Social
Convenor:

Kate Taylor

980-8224

Social
Convenor:

Natasha Sydorenko

Gear Custodian: Thomas Matern

354-4309

Editor:

344-0083

Sam Cook

Hut Convenor: Adrian Radcliffe
IT Convenor:

Richard Lobb

351-2344

Our Club Hut: In the Arthur’s Pass township, with all the comforts of home including real
showers and inside flushing loos (BYO toilet paper!), but with the mountains at the back
door. A great place for a few days away; take your usual gear and a pillowcase. Please
book before leaving town to ensure there is a bunk available. For keys and bookings,
phone Bernhard Parawa 337 3125 or 027 212 7498; or if he’s away, Rex Vink 352-5329;
or if they’re both away, Andrew Wrapson 980-6006. Hut fees are $15 member, $15
member's partner, $20 non-member, $5 kids under 12. If you find any problems or
maintenance required, please tell the hut convenor, Adrian Radcliffe, ph 0278390450.
Equipment Hire: The Club has a range of
equipment for hire. The Gear Custodian is
Thomas Matern, ph. 354-4309. Note: club
gear assigned to you is your responsibility;
please take care of it. Please make sure you
put tents inside your pack. Tents attached to
the outside of your pack can be easily
punctured when bush bashing or even lost.
This may result in serious damage to your
bank account! Please air and dry tents after
taking them on a trip even if they are not
used, and report any damage to the gear
custodian.

Rates for Gear Hire:
Tent

$3/person/night

Ice axes, crampons

$4 per weekend

Harnesses, snow shovel

$4 per weekend

Large/small weekend
packs

$2 per weekend

Helmets

Free

Personal locator beacons

Free

Please have stuff for the next newsletter to the editor
(editor@ctc.org.nz) by 24 July 2014 – Thanks.
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